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Paul Cairney and Sean Kippin Politics and Policymaking in the UK (BUP)  

Chapter 1 Introduction: how to understand 

UK politics and policymaking  
 

This chapter: 
1. Describes the importance of policy and policymaking to the study of UK politics. 

2. Introduces three essential ways to research it, via policy analysis, policy studies, and 

critical policy analysis. 

3. Warns against equating UK politics with the ‘Westminster model’ story of power 

concentrated in the hands of government ministers. 

4. Introduces an alternative ‘complex government’ story, in which ministers can only 

influence a small proportion of their responsibilities. 

5. Shows how to use these insights to analyse, explain, and evaluate contemporary politics 

and policymaking in the UK.  

The purpose and approach of this book 
There has never been a more important time to study UK politics and policymaking. COVID-

19 has prompted policy change at a size and speed only witnessed during war time. Brexit has 

changed profoundly the UK’s relationship with the European Union and wider world, and 

fuelled debates on who should control policy areas such as migration. ‘Black Lives Matter’ and 

other rallies raised attention to race and racism, and the lack of adequate government policy to 

address it. The UK government faces pressure to address the existential threat of climate 

change. Its foreign and domestic policies have changed how we understand existential threats 

from war and terrorism. A period of ‘austerity’ measures from 2010 signalled major reforms 

to reduce public spending, reflecting a longer term focus on reducing the role of the UK state. 

Any one of these examples would justify the need to understand UK policymaking. So too 

would new issues that have arisen since we drafted this book, including the UK’s response to 

the Russian invasion of Ukraine and the cost of living crisis in 2022. Combined, these issues 

show that policy is central to our understanding of UK politics. Further, people may enter 

politics to turn their beliefs into policy, but government policies do not solve contemporary 

social problems. Indeed, governments often maintain major inequalities in society or 

exacerbate crises. 

If so, how should you seek to understand the cause and impact of policy? We identify three 

ways to engage with UK politics and policymaking:  

1. Policy analysis: what are the most important policy problems of our time, how do 

analysts and policymakers describe them, and what do they need to do to solve them? 

2. Policy studies: what is their ability to understand and solve policy problems? How can 

we explain what actually happens in UK politics and policymaking? 

3. Critical accounts of politics and policymaking: who decides how to understand 

policy problems, who makes policy, and who benefits or suffers from its outcomes? If 

the outcomes are unfair, how can we challenge them? 
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‘Policy analysis’ involves the use of research to address policy problems. It lists the steps that 

analysts and policymakers take to define policy problems, identify feasible solutions, draw on 

their values to compare solutions, and make recommendations. Similarly, ‘policy design’ 

describes how to create or select a mix of policy tools or instruments to address a policy 

problem. Contemporary studies focus on the extent to which this process is sufficiently 

‘evidence-based’ or ‘co-produced’ with stakeholders and citizens (Cairney, 2021).  

‘Policy studies’ involves the use of research to understand how policymaking works. It helps 

to identify the limits to policy analysis and warn against equating what you think governments 

should do with what they actually do or can do.  This gap relates partly to the competitive 

nature of politics: there is high disagreement on how to frame policy issues. There are too 

many ways to think about a policy problem, prompting a competitive agenda setting process 

where people try to draw attention to their preferred framing at the expense of others. Further, 

policymakers have a limited understanding and awareness of the problems they face, and they 

rely on their beliefs and limited sources to make sense of them.  The result is a tendency to 

simplify and address only one aspect of multidimensional problems (Box 1.1). This gap also 

relates to the fact that policymakers operate in a complex policymaking ‘system’ or 

‘environment’ out of their control. Contemporary discussions focus on how to manage 

policymaking when UK central governments share responsibility with other policy actors.  

Box 1.1 The power to define problems and generate attention  
Politics involves the power of actors to get what they want. It is not simply about visible 

conflicts where one wins and another loses. It involves influencing which issues we pay 

attention to and which conflicts arise. The attention of policymakers, media, and publics 

lurches from one issue to another, and most are ignored. Some groups exercise power – in two 

main ways - to ensure that key issues do not receive attention, to preserve a status quo which 

benefits some and hurts others (Abbott et al, 2005: 35; Bachrach and Baratz, 1970; 

Schattschneider, 1960; summarised in Cairney, 2020: chapter 3).  

First, to reinforce social attitudes. If the weight of public opinion is against government action, 

governments may not intervene. For example, if most people believe that poverty is caused by 

Values. Beliefs about how people should behave and what principles they (and 

governments) should uphold. 

Policy tool or instrument. A means to turn aims into action (e.g. a regulation, tax, 

expenditure, or organisation). 

Frame. Define how an issue becomes a policy problem: smoking is an economic good or 

public health disaster; shale gas represents an economic boom, or fracking causes 

environmental catastrophe.  

Actor. Participant or player. An individual or organisation able to deliberate and make 

decisions. 

Stakeholders. Policy actors with a ‘stake’ or interest in public policy processes and outcomes 

(including interest groups, but also public bodies and policy delivery organisations). 
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fecklessness, or the responsibility of individuals or families, they question the need for 

government intervention. Many battles are about which issues are private, with no legitimate 

role for government, or public, open to legitimate government action. Should governments 

intervene in disputes between businesses and workers, or ‘domestic’ disputes between a 

married couple? Should they stop people smoking in cars? Second, to keep ‘safe’ issues on the 

government agenda, causing less attention to policies that might address major imbalances of 

wealth and power within society. 

Terms like paradigms, ideology, or norms suggest that power is difficult to observe. It relates 

to the ability to influence how people think and what they believe: intentionally, as 

manipulation, or unintentionally, when they reinforce the beliefs they take for granted.  Policy 

paradigms often endure for decades until challenged gradually, by actors who question 

dominant beliefs, or radically, by events that cause policymakers to rethink their beliefs after 

policy failure.  Hall (1993) describes paradigmatic change in UK economic policy in the 1970s 

following severe economic and political crisis. Rogers and Pilgrim (2001) and Studlar and 

Cairney (2014) describe gradual but profound changes (over decades) to how governments 

understood mental health and tobacco control policies (see Chapters 4 and 5). 

Critical policy analysis focuses on the profoundly unequal distribution of power in politics and 

society, which contributes to policies that exacerbate social and economic inequalities. It 

combines the normative focus of policy analysis (what should policymakers do?) with the 

empirical focus of policy studies (what actually happens?), to identify (1) how policymaking 

works and (2) how to defend the social groups that are marginalised by governments and their 

choices. For example, inequalities of power help determine whose knowledge or evidence 

counts in policy analysis, who is in a position of power to use it, and who wins or loses from 

policy. An ‘emancipatory’ approach connects critical policy analysis to approaches - such as 

feminist research and critical race theory -  found in social science in general and sector specific 

approaches such as in education (Bacchi, 2009; Doucet, 2019; Cairney and Kippin, 2021). It 

reminds researchers that policy analysis and research is not an objective and technical process. 

Rather, the production, interpretation, and use of evidence for policy – and how we research 

this process - is a political act (for example, see UK ministers being ‘guided by the science’ 

in Chapter 6 and demonising critical race theory in Chapter 10). 

These different perspectives are crucial in any political system, to: analyse contemporary policy 

problems, identify the willingness and ability of governments to solve them, and reflect on the 

unequal impacts of policy in society. This book draws on these approaches, and many case 

studies, to explain how these dynamics play out in the UK. 

Paradigms. Ways of thinking, so ingrained in the psyche, that they are often taken for 

granted. Policy paradigms endure when the nature of problems is taken for granted.   

Norm. A rule or standard of behaviour considered to be normal and therefore acceptable. 

Ideology. A broad set of political beliefs/ values held by an individual, party or social group. 
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Comparing explanations of UK policymaking 
To explain how the UK political system works, we identify the contrast between two important 

ways to describe politics and policymaking.  

The Westminster model: a story of how policy should be made 
One way to describe the first approach is to hope that policymaking relates to the wishes of the 

public: political parties engage each other in a battle of ideas, to attract the attention and support 

of the voting public; the public votes in a general election; the winning party forms a 

government; the government turns its manifesto into policy; and, policy is delivered by civil 

servants (in Whitehall) and other bodies. In other words, in liberal democracies, there is a 

link between public preferences, the strategies and ideas of parties seeking votes, and the result.  

We can adapt this general narrative to more specific ideas associated with the Westminster 

model and the UK’s reputation as a majoritarian democracy. The UK has a plurality (‘first 

past the post’) voting system, which exaggerates support for, and tends to give a majority in 

Parliament to, the winning party. It has an adversarial style of politics and a ‘winner takes all’ 

mentality which tends to exclude opposition parties from government. The executive resides 

in the legislature (there is no US-style separation of powers) and power is concentrated in the 

core executive. Ministers head government departments and the Prime Minister heads (and 

determines the members of) Cabinet. The government is responsible for public policy and it 

uses its governing majority, combined with a party whip, to make sure that its legislation is 

passed by Parliament.  There are many ways to tell this story (Chapter 3). However, the moral 

remains the same: power and responsibility go hand in hand. If you know who is in charge, 

you know who to reward or punish in the next election.   

Westminster model: the design of UK political institutions and practices (Chapter 3). 

Westminster is the home of the Houses of Parliament (Commons and Lords).  

Manifesto: a written public statement of policy aims (usually to seek election).  

Ministers: Members of Parliament (MPs) making policy in government departments (and 

the Cabinet, the government’s formal policymaking body). A Secretary of State (or the 

Treasury’s Chancellor of the Exchequer) heads each department, aided by junior ministers. 

Liberal democracy. An often-vague description of political systems that use regular 

elections to maintain the authority of governments, which (1) enforce the rule of law while 

protecting the rights and freedom of their citizens, and (2) maintain ‘capitalism’ by 

regulating (but not seeking to control) markets for goods and services.  

Core executive: the centre of government, including the Prime Minister and Chancellor, 

and the administrative arrangements which support them (Dunleavy and Rhodes, 1990). 

Civil Servants: bureaucrats in government departments or agencies.  

Whitehall: the home of key UK Government departments. 

Majoritarian democracy: a political system using the plurality electoral system, which 

exaggerates a party’s electoral victory and concentrates power at the centre of government. 

Whip: a system used to make sure that most MPs vote according to the ‘party line’. 
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Complex government: a story of how policy is actually made 
A second approach suggests that the actions of ministers represents the tip of the iceberg of 

policymaking. Most aspects of our lives are affected by the state, and the state is too large and 

unwieldy to be understood or managed fully. Rather, most policy is processed, out of the public 

spotlight, by a large government and network of organisations (containing millions of public 

employees), with limited direction by ministers, and delivering a convoluted statute book 

which ministers could not possibly understand. Consequently, regular changes of government 

do not cause wholesale shifts in policy. Further, governments do not really solve policy 

problems, which makes the term ‘policy solutions’ rather misleading. These factors help to 

explain the necessity of limited government powers, regardless of the choice to share powers 

with other ‘centres’ (such as the European Union (EU) and devolved and local governments). 

They undermine the sense that there is a single powerful centre of government responsible for 

UK policy outcomes (Box 1.2).  

Box 1.2 What does ‘multi-centric’ policymaking in the UK mean? 
Although the UK has a powerful central government, it shares policymaking responsibilities 

with many other ‘centres’ or venues for authoritative policy choice (Cairney et al, 2019). Some 

sharing relates to an explicit choice. For example, until 2020 the UK was part of the EU. The 

UK government shares powers with the devolved governments in Scotland, Wales, and 

Northern Ireland (via Westminster legislation to establish devolved parliaments in 1999). It 

also delegates policymaking or delivery responsibilities to local authorities and other public 

bodies. Indeed, the value of ‘localism’ was a key part of Coalition government rhetoric from 

2010 (Matthews, 2016).  

However, we focus primarily on the necessity of sharing responsibility for policy outputs and 

outcomes, when policymakers: 

1. Can only pay attention to a tiny proportion of their responsibilities (and must ignore or 

delegate the rest). 

2. Operate in a policymaking environment containing many policymakers and influencers 

spread across many other ‘centres’, each with their own rules, networks, and ways of 

understanding and responding to policy problems. When there are multiple centres of 

authority, strong central government may be replaced by bargaining government 

(Rhodes, 1997; Kooiman, 1993; compare with Marsh, 2008). 

In policy studies, there are many ways to describe this dynamic, including research on (1) 

‘multi-level governance’ in which there are blurry boundaries between those who make and 

influence policy across many levels of government (Bache and Flinders, 2004), and ‘complex 

systems’ in which policy outcomes seem to ‘emerge’ in the absence of central government 

control (Cairney, 2020: 104-8). Either way, focusing only on UK central government does not 

give a full account of policy for the UK (Chapters 2 and 3).  

In policy analysis, this dynamic presents new strategic issues when we are not sure who exactly 

is responsible for solving a policy problem or how much power they have to solve it. It 

complicates our efforts to identify who makes policy and for whose benefit, which makes the 

outcomes more difficult to challenge. We may also wonder how to hold policymakers to 

account effectively if so many actors are crucial to the fate of policy outcomes. 
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See: Policy Concept in 1000 Words: Multi-centric Policymaking 

This focus on many policymaking venues is essential because it suggests that responsibility, 

and therefore accountability, is much more difficult to identify when ministers (1) share powers 

with others and (2) have low knowledge and control of policy outcomes even if they are 

ostensibly in charge. It also highlights a disconnect between popular understandings of British 

politics and the complex government story. One contributor to this gulf of understandings is 

the fact that the Westminster model’s story is simple and easy to tell, whereas what we call ‘the 

‘complex government story’ is our attempt to create a coherent argument from a collection of 

insights from many concepts and theories, each with their own jargon that it is not easy to pick 

up and use. As Chapter 3 discusses, these insights relate to: 

• The pragmatic and normative case for delegating policy attention. Ministers can only 

pay attention to a tiny proportion of the issues for which they are responsible, and they 

seek legitimate ways to pay attention to some and ignore most. Sometimes, it looks like 

ministers are passing the buck. However, there are often good reasons to place 

responsibility in the hands of other actors. Either way, there are blurry boundaries 

between the responsibilities of those who make, influence, and deliver policy. 

• Multi-level policy and policymaking. What we call ‘policy’ is actually a collection of 

policy instruments produced in different levels of government (e.g. from EU to local). 

• Fragmented policymaking. Policymaking is ‘fragmented’ in the sense that the UK 

governmental structure is broken down into departments and agencies. Most policy 

problems cut across these departments, but it is difficult to ‘join-up’ government. 

• Multi-level governance. ‘Governance’ replaces ‘government’ when studies describe the  

diffusion of power from the core executive to other organisations, while ‘multi-level 

governance’ describes a web of relationships between actors with formal and informal 

sources of power at many levels of government (Box 1.2).   

• Policy inheritance. Instead of seeing the election of each new government as turning a 

fresh page, think of it adding new text to a remarkably long and full book.  

Complex government and wicked problems 

The Westminster model suggests that governments are in the business of solving problems. In 

contrast, policy research emphasises problem endurance. Vague descriptions such as ‘wicked’, 

‘messy’, or ‘complex’ describe the sense that problems: 

• are not amenable to technical or scientific policy analysis 

• endure despite many attempts to solve them (Rittell and Webber, 1973; Turnbull and 

Hoppe, 2018; Head, 2019; McConnell, 2018). 

This endurance relates to three factors. First, the world is not conducive to human control. 

Humans adapt to their physical environments, which limit where and how they can live. 

Governments in liberal democracies seek to influence but not control patterns of social and 

economic behaviour, such as: 

• demographic structures, including the size of the working population, the number of 

people at school age, and the number of older people receiving social security and care 

https://paulcairney.wordpress.com/2019/01/21/policy-concept-in-1000-words-multi-centric-policymaking/
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• economic factors, including levels of employment, consumer spending, investment in 

industries and services, and the potential for taxation  

• mass behaviour and attitudes, from healthy behaviour and education attainment, to 

levels of crime, racism, and misogyny, or public attitudes to policies. 

These factors represent a source of pressure on policymakers.  Engagement with the physical 

environment prompts dilemmas on how to manage scarce resources such as clean air, water, 

food, and fuel. The economic environment is an important influence on the ability of 

governments to finance public policies, while changes to economic performance dominate the 

attention of governments (especially since most governments promise ‘economic growth’), and 

crises prompt policymakers to reconsider their approach to economic policy.  Demographic 

changes have a large bearing on policy decisions, such as when a large retired population makes 

it expensive to maintain pensions, welfare, and social care policies, or when a baby boom 

influences demand for schools and health services.  Events, such as an extremely cold winter 

or epidemic, combined with a media and public reaction, often prompt policymakers to make 

quick decisions on issues such as healthcare and social security payments.   

Second, a competition between values ensures that people disagree about: 

• the nature of a problem, including its importance and cause 

• who should be responsible for solving it, such as individuals or governments 

• which solutions are politically feasible.  

For example, inequalities are often treated as ‘wicked’ problems because there is high and 

intense contestation to decide: which forms of inequality should receive most attention 

(including in relation to class, geography, gender, or race), what causes poverty and economic 

inequalities and how to respond (as a structural problem to be solved by the state, or an 

individual problem to be solved with market forces), and if more state intervention – such as 

to tax income and wealth to redistribute resources - would be popular or lose the next election 

(Cairney et al, 2022).  

Third, policy problems cross the departmental boundaries of domestic governments and require 

international cooperation between governments. For example, Levin et al (2012) describe 

climate change as a ‘super wicked’ problem because ‘time is running out’, policymakers partly 

cause the problem they seek to solve (by supporting or allowing activities that exacerbate 

climate change), there is no ‘central authority’ to solve a global problem, and people are not 

good at assigning enough importance to future events (Chapter 8). 

Bringing both stories together 
These insights do not completely undermine the Westminster story. Political parties still 

produce manifestos, and the party of government generally 

fulfils its manifesto commitments (Bara, 2005; McMillan, 

2020).  Further, it would be difficult for governments to justify 

the exercise of their powers without reference to the 

legitimation provided by regular elections and the 

accountability functions performed by Parliament. 

Legitimation. Gaining 

public approval, directly 

or through organisations 

such as Parliament. 
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Instead, policy studies prompt us to think about the bigger picture and shift our attention 

somewhat, from the high profile and short term nature of Westminster politics, to the long term 

delivery of policy outcomes beyond the headlines and the public spotlight. Ministers are 

responsible for this activity, and they can set the tone of many of the debates, but they cannot 

pay attention to everything. Instead, they promote some problems to the top of their agenda, 

often following an event or a successful pressure campaign. This activity might produce major 

policy change because ministerial attention encourages a wide range of people to get involved 

to influence policy in a short space of time.  However, greater attention to a problem does not 

guarantee a shift of approach. Further, the logical consequence of heightened attention to one 

issue is inattention to most others, Business as usual prevails when so much policymaking is 

delegated to people who operate out of the public spotlight to deliver the existing statute book.  

The structure and approach of the book 
We begin by describing three perspectives key to the study of policy and policymaking in any 

political system: policy analysis focuses on how to define and solve problems; policy studies 

identifies the policymaking environments that limit the impact of analysis and policy, and 

critical policy analysis asks who benefits disproportionately from analysis and policy. Then, 

we relate these general perspectives on policymaking to the UK context. We suggest that the 

Westminster model is an important reference point in UK politics, but also a misleading 

account of UK policymaking. We draw on policy studies to describe the main elements of 

complex government, using this approach to help explain the limits to policy analysis and the 

main causes of policies that exacerbate inequalities. For example, if we cannot simply hold UK 

ministers to account for policy outcomes, how can we explain and respond to the unequal 

effects of UK policies? If analysts seek to change policy, with whom should they engage? 

These perspectives are crucial to the analysis of developments in UK policy and policymaking. 

First, we identify the post-war transformation of the UK state: from the ‘post-war consensus’ 

on high state intervention and state responsibility for 

designing and delivering public services, to the ‘neoliberal’ 

state characterised by more limited economic intervention, 

reduced state ownership of industry, the use of private 

sector methods to deliver services, and some shift from state 

to individual responsibility. This long-term perspective 

allows us to make an overall assessment of Westminster and 

complex government stories, asking questions such as: did 

parties make a difference to policy and policymaking, what has been the UK policy style, did 

policy tend to change incrementally or in bursts of activity, and was the UK state transformation 

part of a wider international trend? Second, we analyse a series of contemporary case studies 

associated with key moments in British politics. The three-perspectives approach allows us to 

explore the contestation to define problems, seek solutions, and decide who benefits from 

policy and policymaking. The Westminster and complex government stories allow us to relate 

this contestation to a UK political system characterised – often misleadingly - as majoritarian 

and relatively top-down. 

Neoliberal: broadly 

speaking, a preference to (1) 

encourage individual and 

market rather than state 

solutions, and (2) prioritise 

economic growth over other 

policy aims. 
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Chapter 2. Key perspectives: what is policy analysis, how is policy made, and 

who benefits from its outcomes?  

Chapter 2 describes policymaking in the UK from three key perspectives, to: analyse 

contemporary policy problems, identify the capacity of governments to solve them, and reflect 

on the unequal impacts of policy in society. It compares two different reference points in policy 

studies, which identify: (1) what policy analysts need to do, and policymakers need to do 

happen, to get what they want, versus (2) what actually happens. For example, studies of 

‘bounded rationality’ describe how policymakers respond to their limited knowledge of policy 

and policymaking, and most describe the absence of a straightforward and orderly ‘policy 

cycle’. These studies of policymaking limitations inform the story of complex government 

explored further in Chapter 3.  

The comparison of three perspectives also helps to combine the empirical study of politics and 

policymaking with normative research, to identify policy problems and think systematically 

about how to understand the policies designed to address them. It allows us to compare 

different descriptions of ‘good policymaking’, including the trade-offs between relatively 

centralised ‘evidence-based’ policymaking and decentralised ‘co-production’ approaches to 

analysis.  These comparisons help to inform evaluations of the ‘government knows best’ 

approach in the Westminster model and consider alternatives associated with complex 

government approaches. 

Chapter 3. UK politics and policymaking: Westminster and complex 

government stories 

Chapter 3 explores how policy is made in the UK. The Westminster story describes a 

concentration of policymaking power in a small number of people at the heart of central 

government. The complex government story describes a diffusion of policymaking power 

across many venues of government, with each venue developing its own ways of thinking, 

rules, networks, and responses to socio-economic conditions and events. The Westminster 

model is an important reference point in UK politics: although it provides an inaccurate and 

misleading account of policymaking, it also influences how policy actors make and describe 

their choices. The complex government story may be more accurate, but it does not give 

policymakers a clear way to make and legitimise choices. Consequently, both approaches help 

to explain UK policymaking even though they provide very different stories. 

Chapters 2 and 3 combine to help researchers understand the relationship between the study of 

policy analysis (to identify and seek to solve policy problems) and policy studies (to identify 

how governments actually understand and address problems). Chapter 2 focuses on the general 

study of politics and policymaking, and Chapter 3 applies these insights to the UK context. 

Chapter 4. The transformation of the UK state and Chapter 5. What does 

state transformation tell us about the UK policy process? 

It is difficult to understand contemporary public policy in the UK without considering the major 

changes to have taken place in the UK state in the post-war period.  Chapter 4 focuses on the 

choices of successive government to ‘roll back the state’ and spread policymaking 

responsibilities across many levels and types of government. They include changes to: 
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• Reduce state intervention in the management of the economy. 

• Shift the balance between public and private provision by selling nationalised industries 

and social housing, charging for public services, reducing the role of local authorities 

in service delivery, and using non-governmental organisations to deliver services.  

• Adopt ‘new public management’ techniques (the application of private sector 

philosophies and methods to the public sector).  

• Employment laws, to reduce trade union power and employee rights.  

• Reduce or reform the welfare state. 

Chapter 5 reflects on the implications of these changes for the study of policymaking. UK state 

transformation prompted debates on policy process:  

• Did UK governments enforce major changes from the top-down? 

• Did they oversee incremental changes or bursts of radical change to policy and 

policymaking? 

• Did they produce a ‘lean’ state more able to respond to issues, or a ‘hollowed out’ state 

unable to control key functions?  

Each question helps to relate long-term trends to the Westminster story, emphasising central 

government control, and the complex government story, emphasising the limits placed by 

bounded rationality and policymaking environments on central government powers.  

Chapter 5 also relates the choice to share power with other levels of government (EU and 

devolved) to globalisation. It considers the extent to 

which the UK government is in control of domestic 

policy: must it also share power with international 

organisations, and is it obliged to respond to the 

agendas of other governments (and major global 

corporations)? Such discussions highlight the global 

context in which domestic governments pursue an 

international ‘neoliberal’ policy agenda and engage 

routinely in policy transfer. 

Case studies in politics and policymaking: responding to crisis? 
We describe many crises in this book, including: economic, in which governments face 

recession, banking collapses, huge debts and ‘tough choices’ about cuts to public services; 

security, in which governments respond to terrorist threats in their own countries and consider 

going to war with others; energy, when there are high 

prices and shortages of supply; public service, whenever 

a health, social care, police or education service is found 

to be overwhelmed or underperforming; representative, 

when elected politicians become embroiled in scandals about their conduct; and, constitutional, 

when the UK left the EU (but Scotland did not leave the UK). Further, COVID-19 is the latest 

and most profound existential crisis to hit governments. 

Crisis: A period of instability or 

major difficulty; a turning point 

requiring an important decision. 

Globalization. The intensification of 

economic, social and political 

convergence made possible by 

advances in technology (and 

collective or coercive action). 

Policy transfer. The import/ export 

of knowledge, policy solutions, or 

government programmes. 
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When we relate crisis only to choices at the heart of government, it is tempting to think that the 

policy process in the UK is chaotic and characterised by ‘blunders’ (King and Crewe, 2014). 

However, this impression of chaos is self-fulfilling: we generate a sense of crisis by paying so 

much attention to so few aspects of government. The consequence is that most other 

government activity takes place with minimal media and public attention. The policy process 

is an odd collection of (1) very few issues which generate high levels of attention and involve 

many actors, and (2) many issues which are processed out of the public spotlight and involve 

very few. Or, some issues receive disproportionate attention at one stage of development, only 

to be ignored at another (Hogwood, 1987). 

Chapter 6. Responding to crisis: COVID-19 policy and policymaking  

COVID-19 represents a way to understand policymaking crises and the social and economic 

dilemmas associated with public health. It prompted policy change in the UK at a speed and 

magnitude only seen during wartime. Major changes to state intervention, to limit social 

behaviour and fund economic inactivity, seemed inconceivable before 2020.  These actions 

helped to address some, and exacerbate other, causes of unequal policy outcomes, such as in 

relation to income, gender, race and ethnicity, and disability, and the health inequalities that 

were apparent before and after the pandemic.  

This chapter examines COVID-19 policy through three lenses.  

1. Policy analysis identifies how we can analyse coronavirus as a policy problem:  how 

the UK government could define it, consider the feasibility of solutions, apply value 

judgements to consider trade-offs (such as between state intervention to protect public 

health versus individual freedom), predict the effect of each solution, and make or 

accept recommendations. For example, we compare two contrasting recommendations, 

to treat coronavirus as something to be managed for the long term (emphasising 

individual responsibility and moderate state intervention) or eradicated (emphasising 

state responsibility and maximal intervention).  

2. Policy studies situates this analysis in the context of real-world developments, 

identifying the policymaking environment in which it made choices, and explaining 

key developments (including the major shift in policy from late March 2020, as the UK 

entered ‘lockdown’ for the first time). 

3. Critical policy analysis identifies who benefited from action or lost out from inaction, 

in relation to factors such as: income/wealth and employment (e.g. the ability to live 

and work at home), gender (e.g. the unequal impact on caring responsibilities and 

domestic violence), race and ethnicity (e.g. the unequal exposure to disease at work, 

and relative vulnerability to illness), and age (e.g. older people more vulnerable and 

more likely to shield). 

Chapter 7. Who should govern the UK, and for whose benefit?  

Brexit symbolises the argument that the UK should ‘take back control’ of government, 

combining debates on constitutional issues (who should govern Britain?) and policy choices 

(who should win and lose from UK government policy?). Brexit was about much more than 

constitutional change, signalling support for a shift in the balance of power to shift the fortunes 
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of its population, largely by reforming policy on immigration. Until COVID-19, UK 

withdrawal from the EU dominated political debate, and signalled potentially profound 

changes in policy and policymaking. However, policy studies suggest that the idea of the UK 

‘taking back control’ of policy is highly misleading. Brexit will prompt many changes to 

policymaking, but these are not summed up well by a simple shift of power from one venue to 

another.  

Brexit also kept wider constitutional change high on the agenda, such as by influencing the 

likelihood of a second referendum on Scottish independence.  The Labour government of 1997-

2010 had delivered different forms of devolution in Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales, but 

did not succeed in settling their constitutional issues.  

This chapter examines post-Brexit policy through three lenses: 

1. Policy analysis identifies how to analyse constitutional change as a series of 

interconnected policy problems, including: what should be the relationship between the 

devolved and UK governments and the EU; what solutions exist to constitutional 

tensions and the need for intergovernmental cooperation; and, trade-offs between each 

option.  

2. Policy studies situates this analysis in the context of real-world developments, including 

constitutional changes within the UK, the referendum on Brexit and its aftermath, and 

the wider process of multi-centric policymaking. 

3. Critical policy analysis identifies who benefits or loses from these developments, in 

relation to factors such as: supporters and opponents of constitutional changes, the 

impact on immigration policies and EU citizens, and variations across broad sectors 

(such as economic and business policy) or subsectors (such as higher education). 

Chapter 8. Dealing with existential crises: Climate change policy  

Climate change represents an existential crisis, requiring new ways for governments to 

collaborate - with each other, across policy sectors, and with non-governmental actors – to 

encourage major policy change. However, in contrast to COVID-19, it is an issue that enjoys 

only fleeting attention, producing policy change that appears to be insubstantial compared to 

the size of the problem. This chapter considers the rise of ‘environmental policy’ in the post-

war period and its effect on more established policies on energy, transport and agriculture.  

Concern for the environment provided a new frame of reference to consider issues such as: the 

mix of fossil, nuclear and renewable energies; the environmental sustainability of food 

production; and, the mix between types of transport, such as public (trains and buses) and 

private (road), and the expansion of airports. 

This chapter examines climate change policy through three lenses: 

1. Policy analysis identifies how to analyse climate change as a series of interconnected 

policy problems, including: what targets should national governments and international 

organisations adopt; what specific solutions exist to meet those targets; and how to 

consider trade-offs between each option.  
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2. Policy studies situates this analysis in the context of real-world developments, including 

the lack of UK government control of energy systems, levels of public support for (and 

adherence to) restrictive measures, and the extent to which policymaking responsibility 

is spread across levels and types of government (and shared with international actors). 

3. Critical policy analysis identifies winners and losers, in relation to factors such as who 

bears the costs for policy changes, and debates on climate and energy justice. 

Chapter 9. ‘Neoliberalism’ and austerity politics in the UK  
The UK government fostered major state intervention to address the impact of COVID-19 on 

businesses and people. This change is particularly striking in the UK because it followed a long 

period of ‘austerity’ politics that followed the 2008 global economic crisis and election of 

Conservative-led UK governments from 2010. This government had contributed to a global 

trend towards ‘neoliberalism’, including state retrenchment in favour of market solutions, 

individual responsibility, and experimenting with ‘Big Society’ measures to encourage 

communal action.  

This chapter examines these post-2008 developments, tracking Conservative government 

measures to address the economic deficit and its ideological agenda: 

1. Policy analysis identifies how to analyse economic policy as a series of interconnected 

policy problems, including: what should be the level of economic growth and the size 

of the UK government deficit; what specific solutions exist to meet those targets; and 

how to consider trade-offs between each option.  

2. Policy studies situates this analysis in the context of real-world developments, including 

the lack of UK government control of global economic activity, the government’s 

framing of economic policy, and levels of public support for the shift to austerity. 

3. Critical policy analysis identifies winners and losers, in relation to the balance of 

taxation from businesses and individuals, levels of support for business, families, and 

individuals, and the unequal impact of austerity. 

Chapter 10. Racism, inequality, and protest politics in the UK 
The UK is a highly unequal social and political system that privileges and marginalises 

populations in relation to class, race, ethnicity, gender, sexuality, and disability. These issues 

rise and fall on the political agenda, often with minimal impact on the status quo. One key 

example relates to race and racism. The UK was one of many countries to witness Black Lives 

Matter protests in 2020, organised originally to protest police violence against people of colour 

(and black men in particular) in the US. Such protests are a long-term feature of UK politics, 

but they tend not to produce a direct impact on public policy. They include a series of protests 

and ‘riots’ in 2011 that were also fuelled by racial inequalities in relation to policing (but 

characterised by the UK government as caused by bad parenting and ‘troubled families’). As 

such, a focus on protest highlights the extent to which governments try to solve some policy 

problems (such as unequal state spending on some families) and ignore or exacerbate others 

(such as poverty and racism).  

This chapter examines these developments, using three lenses to connect protest and policy: 
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1. Policy analysis identifies how we can analyse race and racism as a series of 

interconnected policy problems, including: what is the evidence for institutional or 

systemic racism in the UK, what solutions exist to address racism, and which appear to 

be technically and politically feasible.  

2. Policy studies situates this analysis in the context of real-world developments, including 

the tendency of the UK government to frame protests in relation to other policy agendas. 

3. Critical policy analysis encourages the use of ‘critical race theory’ and theories of post-

colonialism and decolonisation to highlight persistent inequalities and racism in the UK 

(and relate them to the UK’s colonial history). 

Chapter 11. UK foreign and defence policy: The ‘war on terror’  
The Labour government of 1997-2010 is remembered largely for its contribution to conflict in 

Afghanistan from 2001 and the Iraq War in 2003, driven initially by UK government support 

for US intervention (connected rhetorically to the ‘war on terror’ prompted by 9/11), and 

prompting unusually high public protest (related partly to scepticism about the US motives and 

UK evidence for Iraq’s possession of ‘weapons of mass destruction’). As such, it provides a 

useful way to understand UK foreign and defence policy (and relate it to contemporary 

developments, such as UK withdrawal from Afghanistan). 

This chapter examines these developments using three lenses: 

1. The well-established study of foreign policy analysis in theory and practice. 

2. The Iraq Inquiry (2009-11) and Chilcot Report (2016) provide a way to identify and 

explain foreign and defence policy and policymaking in the UK (and its consequences) 

before and after this period. It compares to current high attention to UK troop 

withdrawal from Afghanistan and the prospect of further inquiries. 

3. Critical policy analysis helps identify who wins and loses from these developments, 

including political benefits to governments, economic benefits to arms businesses, and 

the mortality of those involved. 

Chapter 12. Conclusion 
Our conclusion sums up the value of analysing key UK developments through these three 

lenses, and their contribution to Westminster and complex government stories. We also reflect 

on book’s analytical and case study approach to inform advice on how to design original 

research. 
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